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A Lasting Customer Connection 
Starts with Your Ability to Speak  
the Language
Expert, trusted, economical—GM Voices is your one-source provider for 
translation and localization services in any language for any media.

Why do global brands trust GM Voices with their 
international voice and language projects (some 
with upward of 40 languages)? Simple  Our depth 
and breadth of service, our strict adherence to 
quality, our global network of highly-accredited 
translators, and the operational advantages of 
doing business with a trusted, all-in-one provider  

Since 1985, GM Voices’ core competency has been 
translation and voice recording services for global, 

multi-language corporations, primarily in technology sectors like voice automation, telephony 
systems, and other technology- and Web-based platforms 

With in-house translation and localization resources, supported by a global network of 
translators, GM Voices helps companies take existing content—such as videos, presentations, 
Web text, and sales materials—into international markets with local credibility  A dedicated 
creative services department provides additional value, enhancing original content with 
subtitling, desktop publishing, dubbing and postproduction 
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Managing Your Message  
for Maximum Impact
GM Voices works with only the best translators for your language projects.

All of GM Voices’ translators are native of the language they translate into and are accredited 
by either a university in their country, by the ministry of their country, by the ATA (American 
Translators Association), or by any specialized accreditation body  Further, all of our translators 
have been selected after a careful examination of their Willingness to Work Again (WWA) 
score  The WWA is a system where customers provide ratings and comments relating to the 
translator’s punctuality, reliability, performance, accuracy, and other quality and work factors 
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Just Your Average GM Voices Translator

Here’s a sample profile of a typical GM Voices translator; in this 
case, for Castilian Spanish 

•	 English	to	Castilian	member	of	the	Pro	Network.

•	 Degree	as	TEAT	(Tourism	Enterprises	and	Activities’	Technician),	from	the	
Official	College	of	Tourism	and	Hotel	Management.	

•	 Accreditation	by	the	UNED	as	an	English-Spanish	Translation	University	
Specialist.

•	 Cambridge	University	Proficiency	in	English	Accreditation.

•	 ISTRAD	(Instituto	Superior	de	Estudios	Lingüísticos	y	Traducción)	English	
translation	course	preparatory	to	the	Sworn	Translators’	Exam.

•	 An	English/Spanish/English	and	Legal	translation	Course	from	Estudio	Sempere,	a	Translation	of	
Economic,	Finance	&	Business	English	Seminar	and	a	Translation	of	Legal	English	Seminar	from	
Cálamo	and	Cran,	and	several	courses	from	SEIL-FEGILT	(“Productivity	in	Translation”,	“Professional	
Orientation	for	Translators”,	“Taxation	for	Freelance	Translators”	and	“New	Technologies,	ICT	Products	
and	Services	for	translators”).
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Human > Machine
With GM Voices, your message comes from a talented translator, period. 
Our quality assurance process makes sure of it.

A translation engine may be sufficient in communicating a general idea, but the quality, 
accuracy and naturalness of the text is unfit for your customers and brand. One way GM Voices 
authenticates your human translation is through a machine translation detector  Only high-
percentage “human” translations are delivered to our clients 
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What is a CAT Tool?

CAT tools (computer-assisted translation) contain no program based on machine translation 
and no ready-made bilingual dictionary  The “dictionary” is created by the translator with 
each translation and revision  Looking for a term with a CAT tool means searching through 
the previously-created translation memory  The result of the search is not the equivalent 
term in the other language, but the text string in which the term occurs  The process may 
be slower than machine translation, but the result is more natural, of a higher quality, and 
ensures a uniformity of your translated content  The most popular of these is TRADOS, 
which GM Voices uses extensively along with others 
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Any Language, 
Any Media, Any Market
It starts with text; after that, it’s all up to imagination.

It’s not just what you say—it’s how you say it  GM Voices makes sure you say it the right way 
for the best result  

Getting started with our translation services is fast and easy  Most projects call for a 
straightforward text translation  Just provide your working script/text document—we’ll take 
it from there. What you get back depends on the final home of your content; we can deliver a 
text-based document of your translation, any number of specialty file formats for Web, print, 
software, or even turnkey multimedia of our own design 

The following pages detail our specialized services,
so think of all the ways your brand engages 
customers—if you’re telling your story 
in a novel way at home, take your 
message to new language markets 
with GM Voices!
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Nuanced, technical content deserves a nuanced, technical translation 
from an expert.

Sometimes a simple word-for-word translation won’t do the trick  When your content requires 
a more technical or creative treatment, GM Voices goes the extra mile to flawlessly adapt your 
materials for an international audience 

Specialized Document Translation

If your content relates to specialized fields of law, mechanical engineering, 
medicine, aeronautics or other technical field, GM Voices assigns your 
project to a translator versed in your specific industry.

Proofreading Client Translation

If you have an internal translation, or a translation from another provider, 
and there’s any doubt that it’s less than the very best, let our team of 
translators verify that your text (non-recording) is as effective as it can 
possibly be 

Literary Translation

Take your creative content—blogs, comics, magazines and screenplays—
and give it a culturally-authentic adaptation  More than just translation, 
this service puts your work in the hands of a talented writer to make sure 
that any cultural references and colloquialisms are given an international 
spin to connect with the language audience 
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Desktop Publishing  
and Typesetting
Our print and Web adaptations preserve the aesthetic value of your 
original work.

Do you have an advertisement, catalogue, installation guide, or other print or graphic design? 
Don’t make concessions to your style just because it’s being delivered to an international 
language audience  GM Voices’ desktop publishing specialists expertly adapt your design 
or typesetting in the newly translated language, maintaining the high quality of the original 
(domestic) file. We can work with virtually any file format, including InDesign, Photoshop and 
Illustrator. All we need all your native files and some direction. We’ll handle the rest.
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Services for Audio + Video
GM Voices puts your multimedia into a clear, workable text format.

Voice and video media are the future of the customer experience, both at home and abroad  
GM Voices makes it easier to customize and adapt multimedia through a suite of convenient 
translation and transcription services  

Direct Translation (A/V)

Just provide your audio or video file. You’ll 
receive a high-quality translation straight 
from the source 

Subtitling/Captioning Translation

Provide us with a text file—.srt, .txt, .stl—and 
we deliver the same format in the translated 
language 

Multilingual Transcription

Send us a video or audio file. GM Voices 
delivers a text-based transcription in any 
international language 
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Video Post-Production Services 
If your video production is a hit at home, take it abroad with GM Voices!

With the translated (text) content delivered, what’s the next step for taking your message to 
customers? GM Voices’ skilled audio and video specialists bring new life to any existing video 
or visual presentation with outstanding post-production support 

Subtitling

An economical option that allows you to repurpose 
content for any number of markets, subtitles are added 
to complement your video spokesperson, narrator or 
actor-driven productions  Just like desktop publishing, 
text is added as tastefully and unobtrusively as possible  
Font and color styling is generated in a compatible 
style to your existing visuals 

Dubbing

As a global voice recording studio, GM Voices offers international dubbing solutions in 
multiple styles to ensure your message makes a big impact in new markets 

 � Voice over Style Dubbing – Dubbing the new language over the original  As the primary 
language starts the video, the volume is lowered and the translated audio is played at 
the fore  The recording time of the new language is synced to match the duration of the 
original audio 

 � Phrase Sync Dubbing – Matching the original and translated audio by phrase  The new 
language will accurately correspond to the subject matter and timing of the original 
audio, though not to the specific word and lip movement of the speaker. The original 
audio is completely replaced by the translated audio with this option 

 � Lip Sync Dubbing – The most precise and intricate of all dubbing styles, lip sync dubbing 
involves adjusting the translated script so it can be matched not only to the original 
audio, but even the movement of the speaker’s lips 
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Translation and Localization for 
Websites and Software
GM Voices helps you take your digital presence anywhere in the world.

In today’s online, global marketplace, your brand only goes as far the Web takes you  GM Voices’  
translation services help extend your digital footprint to any international language market 

Website Localization

Provide GM Voices with a Trados-recognized file  
(JSP, HTML, PHP, XML, XLIFF) that can be added right 
back into your site once localized 

Website Localization (Web Updates)

Provide GM Voices with your Web credentials; we’ll  
log-in to your site directly and make the localized 
updates ourselves!

Website Translation

Provide GM Voices with an editable document  
(Word doc, etc.); you handle your implementation  
of translated content 

Software Localization

Give GM Voices access to your working files to edit 
within your software file extension.

Software Translation

Provide GM Voices with an editable document  
(Word doc, etc.); you handle implementation of  
the translated content 
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Make sure your product or user interface works for your international 
language audience!

If you’re localizing any customer touchpoint, product or service, trust GM Voices to verify its 
quality, accuracy and ability to engage users per their language and cultural requirements 

With a little guidance and all the necessary credentials and information, GM Voices tests your 
product or solutions with a savvy local speaker of the language  

A small sampling of products tested include:

 � Interactive Voice Response Systems (IVR)

 � Text-to-Speech Interfaces (TTS)

 � In-Car GPS, Telematics and Diagnostics Applications

 � Software

 � Hardware

 � Websites
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Rates and Information
Expert, trusted, economical—GM Voices is your one-source provider for 
translation and localization services in any language for any media.
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Service List Price Min. Order

Document Translation & Creative Design

General Document Translation $0 23/word $100

Specialized Document Translation $0 35/word $100

Proofreading Client Translation $0 10/word $100

Multilingual Desktop Publishing (DTP) $250/20 pages* $250

Literary Translation $125/2,000 words* $125

*In	addition	to	General Document Translation	pricing.

Multimedia Translation/Transcription

Direct Translation (audio/video) $20 00/minute $100

Subtitling/Captioning Translation $0 23/word $100

Multilingual Transcription $4 50/minute $100

Website Localization or Translation $0 23/word $100

Software Localization or Translation $0 23/word $100

Product Testing

IVR Testing $125/hour/person $125

TTS Testing $125/hour/person $125

Software Testing $125/hour/person $125

Hardware Testing $125/hour/person $125

Website Testing $125/hour/person $125
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Classified	as	a	small	business	under	the	US	SBA,	GM	Voices	adds	vendor	diversity	to	your	enterprise.	Support	
your	organization's	supplier-diversity	program	by	doing	business	with	GM	Voices,	and	you	may	be	eligible	
for	tax	incentives.

See Our Voice 
Presentation!

This short narrated 
overview provides 
additional insight and 
in-context samples of 
our translation and 
localization services 

Contact Us Today!
For more information on our comprehensive voice and translation services, 
or to discuss your specific translation needs, please contact us today!

Karen Ford   
Director	of	Sales	
Business	Development

770 752 4515
kford@gmvoices com

http://www.brainshark.com/gmvoices/localization_karen
mailto:kford%40gmvoices.com?subject=Translation%20%26%20Localization%20Services

